Removing the Sink from the Base

Before beginning, pump any fluid from the machine into buckets or empty fluid boxes. This will make changing the parts easier and provide a chance to clean out any sludge buildup that may be in the base.

Removing SW-28 Sink (with quick release pins)

Tools required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. Remove the quick release pins that secure the sink to the base.
3. Disconnect the sink hose from the base by releasing the metal rings on the quick connect coupling.
4. Remove the sink and set aside.

Removing SW-28 Sink (without quick release pins)

Tools required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. The sink is attached to the base by screws at each corner. Loosen and remove wing nut from each screw. Set aside.
3. On the underside of the sink, locate the plumbing connection between the base and the sink. Use the flat head screwdriver to loosen the adjustable clamp that secures the tubing to the black tee connector. Slide adjustable clamp down the tubing and twist the tubing off of the t-connector. Be careful not to break the t-connector.
4. Remove the sink and set aside. Remove the four screws at each corner of the base and set aside with the wing nuts.

Removing SW-25 Sink

Tools Required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. Lift the sink off of the base and turn it ¼ turn and allow it to rest on the base.
3. On the underside of the sink, locate the plumbing connection between the pump and the sink. Use the flat head screwdriver to loosen the adjustable clamp that secures the tubing to the black tee connector. Slide adjustable clamp down the tubing and twist the tubing off of the t-connector. Be careful not to break the t-connector.
4. Remove the sink and set aside.

If you have any questions about these procedures or if your SmartWasher is configured differently than described in these instructions, PLEASE CALL CHEMFREE CUSTOMER SERVICE AT 1-800-521-7182 or visit us on the web at www.chemfree.com for more detailed instructions, including instructional videos.
Installing the Sink to the Base

Installing SW-28 Sink (with quick release pins)

Tools required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. Lift and place sink onto the base. Sink plumbing should be to the back of the machine, where the quick connect in the base is located.
3. Plug the quick release pins back into the sides of the base. Reconnect the sink hose and push the metal rings toward the base to lock into place.

Installing SW-28 Sink (without quick release pins)

Tools required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. Replace the four screws into the drilled holes at the corners of the base.
3. Lift and place sink onto the base. Sink plumbing should be to the back of the machine, where the spinweld is located in the base. All four screws should slide into their openings on the bottom of the sink. Replace wing nuts to the four screws and tighten.
4. On the underside of the sink, locate the plumbing connection between the base and the sink. Insert the bottom of the tee connector into the tubing coming from the base. Slide adjustable clamp up the tubing and use the flat head screwdriver to tighten clamp over the tee connector.

Installing SW-25 Sink

Tools Required: Flat Head Screwdriver

1. Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.
2. Lift and place sink onto base and turn it ¼ turn and allow it to rest on the base.
3. Reaching down into the base, pull up the black tubing attached to the pump and attach it to the bottom of the tee connector on the sink plumbing. Slide the adjustable clamp on the tubing over the tee connector and tighten using the flat head screwdriver.
4. Turn the sink back ¼ turn and allow to rest fully on base. Make sure the sink covers the gasket material. The handle on the side of the sink should be on the same side as the control box.

If you have any questions about these procedures or if your SmartWasher is configured differently than described in these instructions, PLEASE CALL CHEMFREE CUSTOMER SERVICE AT 1-800-521-7182 or visit us on the web at www.chemfree.com for more detailed instructions, including instructional videos.